
 

The Neo Geo was a 16-bit arcade system made by SNK that eventually ended up in the hands of collectors. With games like The
Last Blade, Samurai Shodown, and Metal Slug appearing on it, it quickly gained popularity with fans of old-school 2D fighters.
It wasn't until 2003 that the neo geo was finally discontinued. Not wanting to lose their customers or their coveted titles,
hobbyists took up the task of compiling all available Neo Geo console ROMs for free online download. Over 100 games were
added in just over 10 years! While this resource is no longer updated (the site seems to be down), you can still find these
collections at game download sites like http://www.neogddl. com/ and http://www.neofreeware.com/.

Full List of Neo Geo Roms: * Unofficial/unlicensed releases.

The Neo Geo is a rare system and finding full sets is not always possible and finding online versions is quite hard, so if you want
to play these games we recommend downloading the many bios sets available for MAME http://www.mamedev.org/ and using
the ROM sets there http://www.progettosnaps. net/neogeo/ Romset: 3491 kb / 15 files / 1.66 zip
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